This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.

Retro Cross #8

(3) ACR PAL EAST GOOD RACK TEEM COUGH ORBIT UNTIL SIESTA SUCROSE

(4) ACED EOBN GOOD RATE TULA COUGH SEPAL UNTIL TENABLE

(6) CAM-ROD LEADER STELE UPDATE INTERWEAVE HODGE-PODGE

(7) ESSENCE EXPLOIT LAWNS THESE REGRESS

(5) ABORT CURT ODIN SERF SPIN CORGI NATAL ULCER PLIERS

(10) HODGE-PODGE INTERWEAVE PLEASANTRY REMUNERATE